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Abstract. This paper presents a compiler from expressive, relational specifications to
logic programs. Specifically, the compiler translates the Imperative Alloy specification
language to Prolog. Imperative Alloy is a declarative, relational specification language
based on first-order logic and extended with imperative constructs; Alloy specifications are
traditionally not executable. In spite of this theoretical limitation, the compiler produces
useful prototype implementations for many specifications.

1. Introduction
This paper presents a compiler from declarative, relational specifications to Prolog
programs, eliminating the need for manual implementation. I express specifications in Imperative Alloy [28], a language based on the combination of first-order logic with transitive
closure and the standard imperative programming constructs. My compiler transforms
these specifications to Prolog for execution. Prolog represents an appropriate target language, since it supports nondeterminism and provides a database for storing global relations;
the compiler uses these features to simulate Alloy’s relational operators, quantifiers, and
classical negation.
The existing Alloy Analyzer is designed for the verification and animation of specifications. My compiler is intended to complement the Analyzer by executing specifications.
Animators perform their analyses within a fixed universe of predetermined size, while execution engines allow the creation of new objects. In practice, animators typically deal
with models containing tens of objects, while execution engines must handle hundreds or
thousands. In this case, this increased scalability comes at the cost of analysis: the Alloy
Analyzer is designed to check all cases within a small bound, while my compiler executes a
single, potentially large, case. In exchange, the compiler provides efficiency: most specifications can be executed fast enough to serve as prototype implementations.
Along with the Alloy Analyzer, my compiler provides end-to-end support for specifying and implementing programs. The Alloy language provides the expressive logic and
relational constructs needed to express complex properties of programs and data; the Analyzer supports the animation and verification of program specifications; and the compiler
presented in this paper allows for the efficient execution of those specifications.
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2. The Alloy Language
Alloy [16] is a modeling language based on first-order relational logic with transitive
closure. It is designed to be simple but expressive, and to be amenable to automatic
analysis. Imperative Alloy [28] adds imperative constructs, including assignment to global
relations, sequential composition, and loops. The Alloy Analyzer is a tool for automatic
analysis of Alloy models. While this analysis is bounded, it does allow for incremental,
agile development of models; and the small-scope hypothesis [4]—which claims that most
inconsistent models have counterexamples within small bounds—means that modelers may
have high confidence in the results. The sacrifice of completeness in favor of automation is
in line with the lightweight formal methods philosophy [17].
Alloy’s universe is made up of uninterpreted atoms, each of which belongs to one of
the disjoint sets defined using signatures. Signatures also may define global relations in the
form of fields. As an example, consider a filesystem made up of file and directory nodes.
sig Data {}
abstract sig INode {}
sig DirNode extends INode { files: Name →INode }
sig FileNode extends INode { data: dynamic Data }
Directory and file nodes extend nodes, which are abstract, meaning that the file and directory nodes exhaustively partition the set of nodes. The “ files ” relation contains 3-tuples of
type DirNode→Name→INode, while “data” is a mutable relation of type FileNode→Data.
A representation of path names as linked lists of names can be defined similarly.
sig Name {}
abstract sig FilePath { name: Name }
sig DirName extends FilePath { dnext: FilePath }
sig FileName extends FilePath {}
Given a path name and a filesystem, a logical operation is to navigate through the
filesystem to the node corresponding to the path name. I define a single step of this
operation as an action in Imperative Alloy, using a singleton signature with mutable fields
to hold pointers into the path name and the filesystem, as well as some temporary data.
one sig MVar {
path: dynamic FilePath, current: dynamic INode, mdata: dynamic Data
}
action navigate {
MVar.path := MVar.path.dnext;
MVar.current := (MVar.path.name).(MVar.current.files) }
In defining navigation, I have used both imperative (field update and sequencing) and
declarative (Alloy’s generalized relational join) features of the language. Now, I can define
reading from and writing to the filesystem by repeating “navigate” until the file node is
reached and then either reading to or writing from the temporary storage.
action read {
loop { navigate[] } && after MVar.current in FileNode;
MVar.mdata := MVar.current.data
}
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action write {
loop { navigate[] } && after MVar.current in FileNode;
let file = MVar.current | file .data := MVar.mdata
}
Given both actions, the user might wish to verify that writing to the filesystem and
then reading from it produces the written data. I can define this property as an assertion
to be checked by the Alloy Analyzer. In addition to the first-order quantifiers “some” and
“no,” I use the temporal quantifier “always” to indicate that the property must hold in
all possible executions of the action. I use “before” and “after” to represent pre- and
post-conditions on the action. The overall property states that for all starting nodes in the
filesystem, it is always the case that if I begin at that node and write to the filesystem,
remember the written data, reset the current node, and read from the filesystem, then the
read data will match the remembered data.
one sig Temp { tdata: dynamic Data }
assert readMatchesPriorWrite {
all n: INode |
always |
before (MVar.current = n && no f: FileNode | f.data = MVar.mdata) &&
write; Temp.tdata := MVar.mdata, MVar.current := n;
read ⇒ after (Temp.tdata = MVar.mdata) }
For more information on Alloy, refer to [16]; for more on Imperative Alloy, see [28].

3. Compiling Alloy Specifications
Any execution strategy for the Alloy language must allow relations as first-class values, nondeterminism, imperative constructs, and both relational and logical operators. I
begin with Alloy’s global relations, whose representation as dynamic predicates in Prolog
I demonstrate using the filesystem from Section 2. For each signature, I generate a unary
predicate representing membership in the signature and a predicate for each relation. I
represent the existence of a single atom in each singleton signature by generating a fact.
:- dynamic sigName/1, sigFilePath/1, sigDirName/1, sigFileName/1,
sigINode/1, sigDirNode/1, sigRootNode/1, sigFileNode/1,
sigData/1, sigMVar/1, data/3, path/3, current/3,
mdata/3, name/2, dnext/2, files/3.
sigRootNode(gensym62).
sigMVar(gensym63).
Relational values in Alloy may be thought of as sets of tuples. In Prolog, I can represent
each tuple using a term; to represent the set of tuples in a relation, an expression may yield
multiple instantiations of that term—one for each tuple in the Alloy relation. For example,
I compile the expression representing the next element in a path as follows.
sigMVar(MVar), path(T0, MVar, Path),
MVar.path.dnext
→
dnext(Path, O)
The Prolog expression yields values by instantiating a member of the “MVar” signature,
looking up a Path in the field of that “MVar,” and then instantiating the free variable O
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based on the next element of that path. The other relational operators can similarly be
compiled into expressions involving Prolog’s logical connectives.
I compile formulas involving relations to comparisons between their possible instantiations: r1 ⊆ r2 , for example, assuming that r1 and r2 are binary relations, becomes
forall(r1(A,B), r2(A,B)). Another option is to enumerate each relation’s tuples explicitly (e.g. in a list or in the global database); this strategy may make lookup faster, but it
forces the enumeration of the relational value of each subexpression, making the complex
use of relational operators expensive.
Imperative Alloy also differs from Prolog in its imperative constructs: field update,
sequential composition, and loops are notions built into the language. Sequencing and
looping are easy to simulate in Prolog, and side effects can be expressed using assert
and retract. Since Imperative Alloy’s semantics call for side effects to interact well with
nondeterminism, I have defined assertl to assert a list of terms, and then retract them
upon backtracking, allowing side effects to be undone.
The combination of lazy evaluation and side effects means that a relation’s value may
depend on the value another relation had in the past. My prototype implementation therefore keeps track of the history of each global relation by adding an argument to each relation
representing a time-step; the compiler passes the current time-step to called relations to instantiate the call’s other arguments with the relation’s value at that time-step. The “addr”
relation, for example, has the type Time→Name→Addr, so I compile a reference to it to
addr(T, N, A), placing the time argument in the first position because most Prolog systems index on that argument. Parts of a relation’s history upon which no “current” values
depend may be eliminated in a process analogous to garbage collection.
This infrastructure makes compiling field assignments straightforward. I translate an
update of the form o.f := e by compiling e at the current time-step, then using assertl
to update the global relation f . The first two arguments to f in the update are the next
time-step and o; the remaining arguments are the free variables of the result of compiling e,
and the body is the expression to which e compiles. I compile the full action for navigating
the filesystem, for example, into a Prolog predicate as follows.
action navigate {
MVar.path := MVar.path.dnext;
MVar.current := (MVar.path.name).(MVar.current.files)
}
→
navigate(T0, T1) :T2 is T0 + 1, sigMVar(Mv),
assertl([((path(T2, Mv, Path) :- sigMVar(Mv2), path(T0, Mv2, Var3), dnext(Var3, Path))),
((data(T2, Var6, Var7) :- data(T0, Var6, Var7))),
((current(T2, Var8, Var9) :- current(T0, Var8, Var9))),
((mdata(T2, Var10, Var11) :- mdata(T0, Var10, Var11)))]),
T1 is T2 + 1, sigMVar(Mv3),
assertl([((current(T1, Mv3, Var22) :sigMVar(Mv4), path(T2, Mv4, Var15), name(Var15, Var21),
sigMVar(Mv5), current(T2, Mv5, Var20), files(Var20, Var21, Var22))),
((data(T1, Var24, Var25) :- data(T2, Var24, Var25))),
((path(T1, Var26, Var27) :- path(T2, Var26, Var27))),
((mdata(T1, Var28, Var29) :- mdata(T2, Var28, Var29)))]).
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I compile each update in the navigation action to a call to assertl in Prolog and sequence
them using conjunction. In both cases, the update itself is the first element in the list passed
to assertl, and I form it by compiling the expression on the update action’s right-hand
side, then placing the result in the body of a rule defining the relation specified on the
assignment’s left-hand side. I also increment the current time-step so that the updated rule
will be the sole definition of the relation at that time-step. The other elements passed to
assertl represent the frame condition: in this new time-step, the other mutable relations
do not change, so I generate rules to delegate these relations to their previous definitions.
I compile the action for reading from the filesystem in a similar way, except for its loop
and declarative post-condition. I compile loops to nondeterministic repetition of an action,
which I implement using the loop predicate. The post-condition checks that the current
node is a file using the subset operator; in Prolog, this requires checking that the right-hand
side of the “in” formula succeeds for every possible instantiation of the left-hand side.
action read {
loop { navigate[] } && after MVar.current in FileNode;
MVar.mdata := MVar.current.data
}
→
read(T3, T4) :loop(T3, T5, navigate, []),
forall((sigMVar(Mv), current(T5, Mv, Var33)), sigFileNode(Var33)),
T4 is T5 + 1, sigMVar(Var39),
assertl([((mdata(T4, Var39, Var38) :sigMVar(Var35), current(T5, Var35, Var37), data(T5, Var37, Var38))),
((data(T4, Var40, Var41) :- data(T5, Var40, Var41))),
((path(T4, Var42, Var43) :- path(T5, Var42, Var43))),
((current(T4, Var44, Var45) :- current(T5, Var44, Var45)))]).

Finally, I compile the action for writing to the filesystem. Except for the “let” formula, it
is nearly identical to that for reading.
action write {
loop { navigate[] } && after MVar.current in FileNode;
let file = MVar.current | file .data := MVar.mdata
}
→
write(T6, T7) :loop(T6, T8, navigate, []),
forall((sigMVar(Var47), current(T8, Var47, Var49)), sigFileNode(Var49)),
sigMVar(Var51), current(T8, Var51, File), T7 is T8 + 1,
assertl([((data(T7, File, Var55) :- sigMVar(Var54), mdata(T8, Var54, Var55))),
((path(T7, Var56, Var57) :- path(T8, Var56, Var57))),
((current(T7, Var58, Var59) :- current(T8, Var58, Var59))),
((mdata(T7, Var60, Var61) :- mdata(T8, Var60, Var61)))]).

This collection of predicates represents a simplified model of a filesystem that can be executed by a Prolog system; combined with a tool like FUSE (Filesystem in User Space),
it can be used as a prototype implementation to store real data and be tested on an actual system. The user may add features slowly, using the Alloy Analyzer to verify their
correctness.
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CE :: expression → time → (Prolog expression, [variable])
CE (a, t) =
ˆ (∅, [A])
(a ∈ vars)
CE (f, t) =
ˆ (f (A1 , A2 , ..., An ), [A1 , A2 , ..., An ])
(f ∈ r)
where f has arity n; A1 , ..., An are fresh variables
CE (f, t) =
ˆ (f (A1 , A2 , ..., An , t), [A1 , A2 , ..., An ])
(f ∈ rd )
where f has arity n; A1 , ..., An are fresh variables
CE (e1 → e2 , t) =
ˆ ((E1 , E2 ), [A1 , ..., An , B1 , ..., Bn ])
CE (e1 .e2 , t) =
ˆ ((An = B1 , E1 , E2 ), [A1 , ..., An−1 , B2 , ..., Bn ])
where CE (e1 , t) = (E1 , [A1 , ..., An ])
and CE (e2 , t) = (E2 , [B1 , ..., Bn ])
CE (e1 + e2 , t) =
ˆ ((A1 = B1 , ..., An = Bn , E1 ; A1 = C1 , ..., An = Cn , E2 ), [A1 , ..., An ])
CE (e1 − e2 , t) =
ˆ ((A1 = B1 , ..., An = Bn , E1 , A1 = C1 , ..., An = Cn , \+E2 ), [A1 , ..., An ])
CE (e1 &e2 , t) =
ˆ ((A1 = B1 , ..., An = Bn , E1 , A1 = C1 , ..., An = Cn , E2 ), [A1 , ..., An ])
where CE (e1 , t) = (E1 , [B1 , ..., Bn ])
and CE (e2 , t) = (E2 , [C1 , ..., Cn ])
Figure 1: Rules for Compiling Alloy Expressions into Prolog

4. Implementing the Compiler
My compiler transforms a complete Alloy specification into a Prolog program. In Alloy,
sets are represented as unary relations; scalars, then, are singleton sets. For an Alloy
expression whose value is an n-ary relation, my compiler produces a Prolog expression with
n free variables; each possible instantiation of those free variables represents one tuple of the
original relation. My compiler therefore produces a 2-tuple (e, v) containing the compiled
Prolog expression e and a list of free variables v. I present the set of compilation rules for
expressions in Figure 1; r represents the set of global relations in the original Alloy model,
while rd is the set of dynamic relations.
Two issues make compiling expressions tricky. First, the translation requires a representation of the time-step at which the expression is being evaluated. My implementation
represents time-steps using integers; each global relation accepts one of these time-steps as
its first argument and instantiates its other arguments to the values of the relation at that
time-step. Second, some relational operators (e.g. difference) require the use of the cut or
negation-as-failure. These impure elements restrict the contexts in which the compilation
produces useful programs: the Alloy expression !( i < j), for example, produces the Prolog
expression \+ (I<J), which will not correctly instantiate I or J.
Compiling Alloy formulas is straightforward, since Alloy’s logical connectives map directly to those of Prolog. The equality and subset operators are the most interesting: since
expressions evaluate to relations, both logical operators must examine all instantiations of
the expressions’ free variables generated by the resulting Prolog expressions. Figure 2 contains the rules for compiling formulas; again, the rules require the time at which the formula
is being evaluated. Actions are compiled into formulas sequenced using conjunction. The
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CM :: formula → time → Prolog expression
CM (e1 ∈ e2 , t) =
ˆ forall((E1 ), (B1 = C1 , ..., Bn = Cn , E2 ))
CM (e1 = e2 , t) =
ˆ forall((E1 ), (B1 = C1 , ..., Bn = Cn , E2 )),
forall((E2 ), (B1 = C1 , ..., Bn = Cn , E1 ))
where CE (e1 , t) = (E1 , [B1 , ..., Bn ])
and CE (e2 , t) = (E2 , [C1 , ..., Cn ])
CM (f1 &&f2 , t) =
ˆ CM (f1 , t) , CM (f2 , t)
CM (f1 || f2 , t) =
ˆ CM (f1 , t) ; CM (f2 , t)
CM (!f, t) =
ˆ \+ CM (f, t)
CM (all x: ite |f , t) =
ˆ forall((x = A,E), CM (f, t))
CM (some x:ite|f , t) =
ˆ x = A,E,CM (f, t)
where CE (e, t) = (E, [A])
Figure 2: Rules for Compiling Alloy Formulas into Prolog
CA :: action → time → time → Prolog expression
CA (o.f :=e, t, t0 ) =
ˆ t0 is t + 1,
assertl((f (o, A1 , ..., An , t0 ) :- E)),
assertl((f (O, B1 , ..., Bn , t0 ) :dif(O, o), f (O, B1 , ..., Bn , t))),
¯ : relations | assertl((r(O0 , C1 , ..., Ck , t0 ) :∀r
r(O0 , C1 , ..., Ck , t)).
where CE (e, t) = (E, [A1 , ..., An ])
CA (a1 ; a2 , t, t0 ) =
ˆ CA (a1 , t, T 00 ), CA (a2 , T 00 , t0 )
where T 00 is a fresh variable
CA (a1 &&a2 , t, t0 )
CA (a1 || a2 , t, t0 )
CA (action[e1 , ..., en ], t, t0 )
CA (loop {act[e1 ,...,en ]}, t, t0 )

=
ˆ CA (a1 , t, t0 ) , CA (a2 , t, t0 )
=
ˆ CA (a1 , t, t0 ) ; CA (a2 , t, t0 )
=
ˆ action(e1 , ..., an , t, t0 )
=
ˆ E1 ,...,En , loop(t, t0 , act, [V1 , ..., Vn ])
where CE (ei , t) = (Ei , [Vi ]) and
loop(T, T, F, Args).
loop(T, Tp, F, Args) :append(Args, [T, T1], A),
apply(F, A), loop(T1, Tp, F, Args).

Figure 3: Rules for Compiling Alloy Actions into Prolog
rule for field assignment updates the global relation f at the object o and time step t + 1
with the results of the right-hand side expression e. The next two lines of the rule express
the frame condition: first, that the values of the relation f at objects other than o do not
change, and second, that the values of the relations not being updated do not change. I
¯ to represent quantification over the (static) set of relations in a
use the “meta” quantifier ∀
given specification. Figure 3 contains the complete set of rules for compiling actions.
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5. Related Work
As a notation, Imperative Alloy is similar to existing specification languages that support modeling dynamic systems [27, 23, 1, 5, 31, 20, 11, 9]; some of these notations also have
associated analysis and animation tools. The novelty of this work is in the combination,
using a single notation, of analysis and execution.
Most similar to my own work is an approach that translates Z specifications into Prolog [10], but produces relatively inefficient programs. Similarly, PVS has been translated
to LISP [8] for execution, but the translation places restrictions on the PVS language.
Squander [29] animates Alloy specifications embedded in Java programs, but provides the
same level of performance as the Alloy Analyzer. My technique, on the other hand, produces programs that are fast enough to serve as prototype implementations. Notations
for Abstract State Machines [22], rule-based transition systems [32, 30], concurrent object
interactions [24], and the Maude language [7] have been translated to Prolog, but these
are less expressive than Imperative Alloy. A Prolog translation also exists [25] from description logic, which has expressive power similar to that of Alloy. Many non-automated
approaches [14, 21, 12] have been proposed, but the possibility of introducing errors during
manual translation makes these unattractive, and most still require further refinement—
even after a manual translation effort—for efficient execution.
Animation of expressive specifications is a well-studied topic. The toolkit supporting
the B method [2] and tools for JML [6] and Z [19] all support animating specifications.
However, many of these tools do not allow animation of the most expressive parts of the
language, require a concrete instantiation of the initial state, and use constraint-solving
approaches that do not scale as well as Prolog’s search. By separating verification and
animation from execution, my approach can provide both analysis and verification (using
the Alloy Analyzer) and efficient execution (using my Prolog compiler).
The addition of constraints [18], more expressive logics [26, 15], more efficient execution
strategies [3], and classical negation to logic programming [13] has made logic programming
much more expressive; these advances may present an alternate approach to achieving the
goal of a single language for specification and implementation.

6. Conclusions & Future Work
I have presented a compiler from the expressive, relational, first-order specification
language Alloy to Prolog, making the process of implementing a specification automatic.
Together with the Alloy Analyzer, this compiler represents a complete end-to-end solution
for specifying and implementing programs. The Analyzer provides for the animation and
verification of specifications, and the compiler I have presented in this paper allows for their
execution.
My experience with this toolchain has identified two key areas for future work. First,
the compiler does not yet identify parts of input specifications that may be troublesome
to execute. Some Alloy constructs, such as negation and quantification, can make the
resulting Prolog program impossible to execute. Specifications that make extensive use of
these constructs do not seem to occur often in practice, but a warning message from the
compiler would be useful to the user in case they do.
Second, performance of the compiled specifications is not yet optimal. With better
knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of the particular Prolog implementation the
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compiler targets, I should be able to generate more appropriate code. Moreover, the compiler itself may be able to detect code that will perform poorly and signal a warning. I
have already encountered cases requiring refinement of the specification in order to obtain
efficient code; a profiling tool for a future version of the compiler might be able to suggest
refinement in these cases.
Even without these improvements, my compiler produces useful prototype implementations for most specifications. My larger goal is to enable a single language to express systems
at all levels of abstraction, from high-level requirements to low-level implementation. An
implementation of such a language would naturally need to target several execution engines; more expressive features, such as first-order quantifiers, can be handled by the Alloy
Analyzer, while low-level language features run at full speed. Of primary importance is
the middle ground between these: the largest benefit to programmers comes from the use
of expressive constructs in ways that can be identified and optimized by the compiler. By
compiling Alloy to Prolog, I have shown that this middle ground is achievable: even the
most expressive language constructs can be used in executable programs.
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